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Department of MUSIC

College of Fine Arts

presents

Percussion Convocation

Tom Schaefer, marimba
Manny Gamazo, marimba
Cameron Knowles, marimba
Chris Dye, marimba
Kyle Bissantz, marimba
Christopher Dunn
Jordan Mathisen
Miguel Villarreal

Alex Tomlinson, marimba
Luigi Ng, marimba
Bronson Purdy, marimba
Ryan Harrison, marimba
Max Feld, xylophone
Travis Lohmann
Emanuel Schmidt

PROGRAM

Steven Grimo
(b. 1954)

Percussion Methods Ensemble
Christopher Dunn
Jordan Mathisen
Miguel Villarreal

Matrix

Alice Gomez, Marilyn Rife
(b. 1960), (b. 1954)

Percussion Methods Ensemble
Travis Lohmann
Emanuel Schmidt

Rain Dance

Richard Gipson
(b. 1953)

Alex Tomlinson, marimba

Monograph IV

David Maslanka
(b. 1943)

Manny Gamazo, marimba

My Lady White

Keiko Abe
(b. 1937)

Luigi Ng, marimba

Alone

Emmanuel Sejourne
(b. 1961)

Cameron Knowles, marimba

Generalife
Keiko Abe (b. 1937)  
Variations on Japanese Children’s Songs  
Bronson Purdy, marimba

Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic (b. 1962)  
Ultimatum 2  
Chris Dye, marimba  
Ryan Harrison, marimba

Alexej Gerassimez (b. 1987)  
E ravie  
Kyle Bissantz, marimba

Billy Joel (b. 1949)  
Root Beer Rag  
Max Feld, xylophone soloist  
Kyle Bissantz  
Chris Dye  
Ryan Harrison  
Bronson Purdy
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